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MOTHER
(EMA)

BY KADRI KÕUSAAR
INTERNATIONAL NARRATIVE COMPETITION

SHORT SYNOPSIS

This darkly comic, crime mystery set in small-town Estonia centers on
Elsa, the full-time caretaker of her comatose son, Lauri, and the locals,
who are abuzz with rumors about who shot Lauri and why. But in this
tight-knit town, where everyone seems to know everyone and everything
except for what’s right under their nose, the world’s clumsiest crime may
go unsolved. (From the Tribeca Film Festival catalogue)

LONG SYNOPSIS

Set in a small town in Eastern Estonia, MOTHER (EMA) is a homespun
crime story about rash decisions made in the name of dreams that will
have haunting consequences for some time to come. The film focuses
on Elsa, a 50-year old woman, whose adult son is left in a coma after a
shooting incident. Taking care of him at home, she has to face a whole
town trying to solve the puzzle of what exactly happened.
The array of suspects include a friend whose real estate business is failing, a girlfriend who has patiently waited for too long, a pupil in the throes
of her first love and her potentially overprotective dad, a childhood friend
who relies on medication to stay in control, a huntsman for whom the
man was just in the wrong place at the wrong time and a school principle
who has the hots for Elsa.
But in a small town, where everyone knows everyone and everything except
for what’s right under their nose, the world’s clumsiest crime may go unsolved.

CREDITS + TECHNICAL SPECS
Feature, color, DCP, 1:1,78, 89 min, Estonia, in Estonian with English subtitles,
2016, international premiere

Starring: TIINA MÄLBERG (Elsa), ANDRES TABUN (Arvo),
ANDRES NOORMETS (Aarne), SIIM MAATEN (Lauri), JAAN PEHK
(Police officer Savi), JAAK PRINTS (Andres), REA LEST (Riin).

DIRECTED BY KADRI KÕUSAAR
WRITTEN BY LEANA JALUKSE, AL WALLCAT
CINEMATOGRAPHY BY JEAN-NOËL MUSTONEN FSC
PRODUCTION DESIGN BY MINNA HINT
COSTUME DESIGN BY LIISI EELMAA
MAKE-UP BY MARIA INDERMITTE
EDITING BY TAMBET TASUJA
SOUND DESIGN BY HORRET KUUS
MUSIC COMPOSED BY JAAN PEHK (THEME SONG BUTTERFLY)
PRODUCED BY AET LAIGU (METEORIIT)
Produced by Meteoriit with the support of Estonian Public Broadcasting,
Estonian Film Institute, Estonian Cultural Endowment and Viru Film
Fund. The promotional materials are produced with the support from
European Union European Structural and Investment Funds.
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TRIBECA SCREENINGS:

DIRECTOR’S NOTES

P+I SCREENINGS
Thur April 14, 2:00 PM @ Regal 03 Regal Battery
Park Stadium 11, 102 North End Ave
Fri April 22, 1:30 PM @ Regal 09

Kadri Kõusaar: “I was sold on MOTHER (EMA) as soon as I read it and
instantly knew that I wanted to be on board. Its tragicomic tones evoke
the Coen brothers’ FARGO – a specific small-town atmosphere where a
desperate soul attempts to carve out a better life.

PUBLIC SCREENINGS
Thur April 14 @ 8:00 PM @ Regal 03 – international premiere in the
presence of the director
Sat April 16 @ 7:45 PM @ Regal 08 - in the presence of the director
Mon April 18 @ 4:00 PM @ Bowtie Cinemas Chelsea: 260 West 23rd St,
between 7-8 Ave, in the presence of the director
Fri April 22, 7:45 PM @ Regal -08 in the presence of the director and
lead actress Tiina Mälberg.

The main character Elsa became a mother when she was only 17. Since
then her life has revolved around servicing her son and husband, ignoring
her own dreams and aspirations. Now, at a mature age, rays of hope
finally emerge in her dull existence. She falls in love and wants to break
free of her shackles. For the first time in her life, she dares to do something
purely for herself, something selfish... However, by wanting to get out of
her claustrophobic situation, she becomes even more trapped in it.
The story takes place in contemporary provincial Estonia, but its themes
are universal – loneliness, disillusionment and longing for love.
As a director, it was challenging for me that most of the story takes place
in one house. But in a sense, it only reinforces Elsa’s experience of being
trapped – she literally cannot get out of there, and nor can we.
All my films have dealt with dark, mysterious undercurrents of people
whose best intentions take them into the wrong direction, and are
meant to be positively haunting, which is achieved rather through deep
observations of the characters than served through dramatic resolutions.

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Kadri Kõusaar (1980) is an Estonian writer
and director. Her media debut started at the
age of 13 writing and drawing cartoons and
comic strips for newspapers. She has since
published numerous film, literature and
music-related articles, as well as bestselling
novels EGO (2001), FREE RISE (2004) and
ALFA (2011) in Estonia. She has also worked
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as a radio-DJ and TV-host, and has a university degree in Spanish language
and literature.
She presented her feature debut MAGNUS in 2007, about a father trying to
help his suicidal son, which was the first Estonian film ever to be selected
for Cannes (Un Certain Regard). MAGNUS toured successfully dozens of
festivals around the world, including Rotterdam, Busan, and Seattle.
Her second feature THE ARBITER (2013) premiered internationally in
competition (East of the West) at the Karlovy Vary International Film
Festival. That same year she participated in the experimental CPH:DOX
LAB program, shooting the 30-min feature AUSTER in Spanish with the
Argentinian director Maximiliano Schonfeld.
Kadri is currently working on her next two feature film projects DEAD
WOMAN, a modern kidnapping story, and NORDIC INSTINCT, a stylized
neo-noir thriller based on award-winning Finnish-Swedish writer’s Kjell
Westö’s most successful novel Lang. Both projects are developed with
producer Aet Laigu for Meteoriit.

SCREENWRITERS’ NOTES
Leana Jalukse and Al Wallcat: “MOTHER (EMA) is a story about how
patience, which is normally considered a virtue, turns into vice.
We started with the character of a mother, who was reluctant to take on
the role in the first place, but has ended up as the full-time caretaker of
her comatose son.
“A human can get used to anything”, expressed in the mother’s final
confession, is a universal enough theme, but it is also innately Estonian.
We are known for burying our true feelings while doing our duty and it
is certainly at least in part caused by our history, but also generic to the
life in a small community.
Placing the character in a small town in Estonia, where life is very much about
façades, the mother’s unfulfilled dreams and unwillingness to be honest with
herself and people around her become further amplified, even grotesque.
There are many stories in this film – stories that have happened to us and
the people we have met in our lives. It is not meant to judge, but in fact, quite
the opposite – to help understand the multi-layered character of a woman
who has been taken for granted for decades and has now had enough.”

SCREENWRITERS’ BIOS
Leana Jalukse (1979) is an Estonian screenwriter
and script consultant.
Leana has been active in the film industry since
1997, taking on a wide range of positions from
assistant director and production coordinator to
story editor and distribution manager. She holds
a BA in Broadcast Media and an MA in Film Arts,
majoring in screenwriting and script editing.
Her screen credits as script consultant and story
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editor include films such as Estonia’s Oscar entry and domestic box office hit
DECEMBER HEAT (2008), based on the true story about an attempted coup
organized by the Russians during Estonia’s first attempt at independence
in 1924. Leana was also a script and story editor on Kadri Kõusaar’s THE
ARBITER (2013), a suspense drama about a modern man who decides to
take matters in his own hands, which premiered in the official selection
of Karlovy Vary International Film Festival.
She continues to work as a freelancer writing and editing scripts, as well
as a copywriter in both AV and IT industries. In addition, she manages
the Co-Production Market of Baltic Event, the largest international film
market in North-Eastern Europe, since 2010.

writer’s Kjell Westö’s most translated novel Lang; and DEAD WOMAN –
a modern drama of a female journalist kidnapped in Sinai desert who
falls in love with one of her abductors, and a modern “whodunit” story
THE HAGUE and a comedy on migration GLADONIA in collaboration with
screenwriter Leana Jalukse.
Since 2009 Aet is the Chief Secretary of Estonian National Producers’
Union (ERFÜ).

Leana is currently working on a number of scripts with producer Aet
Laigu, including the modern “whodunit” story THE HAGUE and a comedy
on migration GLADONIA.
Aet Laigu is an Estonian producer and screenwriter (alter ego, Al Wallcat).
She holds a business degree and M.A. in Film and
TV Studies from the University of Warwick (UK).
She is also an alumna of EAVE (2010) and the
prestigious film business programme of National
Film and Television School in London - Inside
Pictures (2013).
Prior to establishing the independent production
company METEORIIT in 2008, she produced
several short films, TV commercials, narrative
features, and documentaries in both Estonia
and the U.K. Since 2006, she has been working
with the award-winning Estonian writer-director Kadri Kõusaar, whose
debut film MAGNUS (2007) opened in the official selection of Cannes
Film Festival (Un Certain Regard).
She is currently developing a slate of six feature films, among them
director Kadri Kõusaar’s next two titles NORDIC INSTINCT – a smart and
sexy Scandinavian neo-noir based on award-winning Finnish-Swedish
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CAST AND CREW BIOS
Tiina Mälberg (Mother) is an Estonian actress and theater professor.
Tiina (1970) has been a professional actress
since 1992, graduating from the Drama School
of Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre. She
has worked in different theaters in Estonia and
abroad and performed in more than 60 plays
and TV and film productions including roles in
genres as versatile as musicals, comedies, plays
for children, psychological dramas, classical
tragedies and contemporary plays.
Her first international recognition came in St.
Petersburg in 1996 winning the best actress in
the Baltic House theatre festival. Since then she has carved a number of
awards for her theater performances, including the nomination for the
best Estonian actress in 2013.
In 2011 she earned her M.A. from the Drama School of Estonian Academy
of Music in theater arts and pedagogics and has been teaching ever
since. Tiina has also successfully directed several deeply inspiring plays
based on contemporary poetry and is a member of the arts council at
her home theater in Rakvere, Estonia.

Pehk has made music since kindergarten - playing several different
instruments and singing. He has collaborated with a number of renowned
Estonian musicians, and has performed at the Eurovision Song Contest.
He has also written lyrics for theatre plays and films, and is the composer
of MOTHER (EMA)’s theme song Butterfly (in Estonian Liblikas).
Having won the title of Estonian folk artist on three occasions, he jokingly
refers to himself as the constable of Estonia’s national conscience.
MOTHER (EMA) is his feature film debut and he gladly accepted the role
of police officer Savi after reading the screenplay in less than an hour.
His comment: “MOTHER (EMA) is a film made by women for men, but fit
to be watched by anyone.”
Jean-Noël Mustonen F.S.C. (1975) is the film’s Finland-based
cinematographer with 16 years of international industry experience. He
has shot over a thousand TV commercials, for clients such as Nokia, CocaCola, Pepsi, Toyota, Volkswagen, McDonald´s, Orange, etc., and over a
hundred music videos and promos for artists such as Dannii Minoque,
A1, Rasmus, Nightwish, Husky Rescue, Lordi, Apocalyptica, Diskoteka
Avariya, The Crash, The Killer, Suburban Tribe, Negative, Banderos,
Stratovarius, etc. Jean-Noël also shot Kadri Kõusaar’s previous film THE
ARBITER (2013).

MOTHER (EMA) is Tiina’s first lead role in a full-length feature film. She
accepted the part because she was immediately drawn to the story and
she liked that the mother’s character was explored daringly and without
dishonesty. MOTHER (EMA) is not ashamed to depict the egoism and
the feeling of abandonment of the lonely people. However, the broader
message of the film in Tiina’s opinion is acceptance, gratitude and
forgiveness.
Jaan Pehk (1975) is an Estonian poet and musician. He has published five
books of poetry, which mostly contain short humorous word plays.
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PRODUCTION COMPANY
Meteoriit LLC
Aet Laigu
Artur Kapi 5-17
10136 Tallinn
Estonia
+372 58258962
aet@meteoriit.ee
www.meteoriit.ee
Facebook: www.facebook.com/emamotherfilm
Twitter: www.twitter.com/emamotherfilm
Press materials: www.silversaltpr.com

